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Recently, some have argued that the term “emoluments,” as used in the Constitution’s Foreign Emoluments Clause and Pres-
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idential Emoluments Clause,\(^3\) reaches any pecuniary advantage, benefit, or profit arising in connection with business transactions for value.\(^4\) There is good reason to doubt the correctness of this position. Why? The Presidential Emoluments Clause states:

\[


4. Business transactions for value are not “presents,” as the former involve an exchange, but the latter do not. The Presidential Emoluments Clause does not extend to “presents,” but only to “emoluments.” \text{Id. Likewise, neither the Presidential Emoluments Clause nor the Foreign Emoluments Clause extends to bribes, which is expressly dealt with by the Impeachment Clause. See U.S. Const. art. II, \$ 4. Professors Teachout and Tribe have made this precise point. See, e.g., ZEPHYR TEACHOUT, CORRUPTION IN AMERICA: FROM BENJAMIN FRANKLIN’S SNUFF BOX TO CITIZENS UNITED 28 (2014) (explaining that the Foreign Emoluments Clause “forbids presents—not bribes”); Matz & Tribe, supra note 1, at 2 (“[If a foreign power gives the President money or any other benefit ‘as a consequence of discharging the duties of [his] office’ \ldots the applicable constitutional concept in that circumstance is ‘bribery’ (and, in some circumstances, ‘treason’).” (emphasis added)). Compare U.S. Const. art. II, \$ 4 (extending scope of impeachment to “bribery” and “treason”), with U.S. Const. art. II, \$ 1, cl. 7 (extending scope of Presidential Emoluments Clause exclusively to “emoluments,” but not to bribes or presents), and U.S. Const. art. I, \$ 9, cl. 8 (extending scope of Foreign Emoluments Clause to “presents” and “emoluments,” but not to bribes). Allegations relating exclusively to bribery are simply not cognizable under either the Presidential Emoluments Clause or the Foreign Emoluments Clause.}
The President shall, at stated Times, receive for his Services, a Compensation, which shall neither be increased nor diminished during the Period for which he shall have been elected, and he shall not receive within that Period any other Emolument from the United States, or any of them. 5

If the emoluments-are-any-pecuniary-advantage position were correct, if “emoluments” as used in the Constitution extended to any pecuniary advantage, then presidents are and would have been precluded from doing business with the United States government. However, George Washington, who had presided over the Philadelphia Convention, 6 did business with the Federal Government on more than one occasion while he was president. He purchased several lots of land in the new federal capital at public auction. One such set of purchases took place on or about September 18, 1793. 7

The public auction was run by three commissioners: David Stuart, Daniel Carroll, and Thomas Johnson. Who were they? David Stuart was a member of the Virginia convention that ratified the Federal Constitution. Stuart was also a federal elector in the first federal election for President and Vice President of the United States. 8 Daniel Carroll was a member of the Federal Convention that drafted the Constitution and later a member of the First Congress. 9 Thomas Johnson was the first Governor of Maryland fol-

5. U.S. CONST. art. II, § 1, cl. 7 (emphasis added).
ollowing independence, a member of the Maryland convention that ratified the Federal Constitution, and afterwards he served as a Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States.¹⁰

So among the four participants (Washington and the three commissioners) were: three members of the Continental Congress;¹¹ three members of pre-independence colonial legislatures or post-independence state legislatures;¹² two members of state conventions that ratified the Constitution; two members of the Federal Convention (including the Convention’s president); a member of the First Congress; a Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States; a governor; a federal elector for President and Vice President; and, our first President. Collectively these four are, undoubtedly, an accomplished group. Are we really to believe that not only did all four officials willingly, openly, and notoriously participate in a conspiracy to aid and abet the President in violating the Constitution’s Presidential Emoluments Clause, but that they also left—for themselves and their posterity—a complete and signed documentary trail of their wrongdoing?¹³

¹⁰ See Johnson, Thomas (1732–1819), BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORY OF THE U.S. CONG., http://bioguide.congress.gov/scripts/biodisplay.pl?index=J000175 [https://perma.cc/4TAH-9EUJ] (last accessed May 13, 2017). Johnson was also a member of the Continental Congress for Maryland, a state and territorial judge, and a member of the pre-independence colonial legislature as well as the post-independence state legislature. Id.

¹¹ See id.; Washington, supra note 6; Carroll, supra note 9.

¹² See Washington, supra note 6; Carroll, supra note 9; Johnson, supra note 10.

¹³ See, e.g., Certificate for Lots Purchased in the District of Columbia, 18 September 1793, supra note 7 (reproducing a certificate of purchase signed by Commissioners David Stuart and Daniel Carroll which stated: “At a Public Sale of Lots in the City of Washington, George Washington, President of the United States of America became purchaser of Lots No. twelve, No. thirteen & No. fourteen in Square No. six hundred & sixty seven . . . .”). In addition to lots 12, 13, and 14, Washington also purchased lot 5, and he received a separate certificate confirming this additional purchase. See id.; see also Letter from President George Washington to the Commissioners (Mar. 14, 1794), in The Writings of George Washington Relating to the National Capital, 17 RECORDS OF THE COLUMBIA HIST. SOC’Y 3, 97 (1914) (indicating that Washington believed and intended that his purchases of public land were known to the public).
The *emoluments-are-any-pecuniary-advantage* position amounts to: (1) President Washington was at best grossly negligent, if not crooked; (2) Washington’s allies openly supported obvious and profound constitutional lawlessness; and (3) Washington’s political opponents were altogether and unaccountably silent—silent in Congress, silent in newspapers, and silent even in their private correspondence. The *emoluments-are-any-pecuniary-advantage* position amounts to a naked assertion by twenty-first century legal academics that they understand the Constitution’s binding legal meaning better than those who drafted it, ratified it, and put it into effect during the Washington administration.

The alternative view is that linguistic and historical humility compel reasonable minds to recognize that much of the language within our more than two century-old Constitution is opaque. It follows that—in order for twenty-first century citizens to understand what the Constitution’s opaque language meant when ratified (and what it continues to mean today) in regard to a specific (but otherwise obscure) legal term, namely, “emoluments”—reasonable persons must look to the actual conduct of the Framers, the Ratifiers, and the original practice of the three branches when they were squarely confronted with the need to determine the meaning of a particular legal term on concrete facts.16

14. In 1793, during the Third Congress, the year President Washington made these land purchases at public auctions, there were some 13 anti-administration Senators and some 40 anti-administration Representatives. See BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORY OF THE U.S. CONG., http://bioguide.congress.gov/biosearch/biosearch.asp [https://perma.cc/N34W-P9GP] (last accessed Feb. 14, 2017) (enter “Representative” or “Senator” for “Position;” and enter “1793” for “Year or Congress;”); see also Letter from President George Washington to Bushrod Washington (July 27, 1789), in 30 THE PAPERS OF GEORGE WASHINGTON 366, 366 (John C. Fitzpatrick ed., 1939) (“My political conduct . . . must be exceedingly circumspect and proof against just criticism, for the Eyes of Argus [the all-seeing, many-eyed giant of Greek mythology] are upon me, and no slip will pass unnoticed that can be improved into a supposed partiality for friends or relatives.”); Seth Barrett Tillman, Who Can Be President of the United States?: Candidate Hillary Clinton and the Problem of Statutory Qualifications, 5 BRIT. J. AM. LEGAL STUD. 95, 107–08 (2016) (“Washington both valued his reputation for probity and acted under the assumption that his conduct was closely monitored by political opponents and opportunists.”); infra note 17.

15. See supra note 1.

16. In regard to judicial dicta, Chief Justice Marshall explained the principle as follows:

It is a maxim not to be disregarded, that general expressions, in every opinion, are to be taken in connection with the case in which those
It is incontrovertible that President George Washington, in a private capacity, engaged in business transactions for value with the Federal Government, notwithstanding that he received or intended to receive a pecuniary advantage. Given Washington’s very public conduct, a modern interpreter should be reluctant to conclude that such advantages, benefits, and profits amount to a constitutionally proscribed “emolument.”17 Moreover, it stands to reason that if the benefits flow-

expressions are used. If they go beyond the case, they may be respected, but ought not to control the judgment in a subsequent suit when the very point is presented for decision. The reason of this maxim is obvious. The question actually before the Court is investigated with care, and considered in its full extent. Other principles which may serve to illustrate it, are considered in their relation to the case decided, but their possible bearing on all other cases is seldom completely investigated.


17. See AKHIL REED AMAR, AMERICA’S UNWRITTEN CONSTITUTION: THE PRECEDENTS AND PRINCIPLES WE LIVE BY 309 (2012) (“Over the centuries, the constitutional understandings that crystallized during the Washington administration have enjoyed special authority on a wide range of issues . . . .”); Martin S. Lederman, If George Washington Did It, Does that Make It Constitutional?: History’s Lessons for Wartime Military Tribunals, 105 GEO. L.J. (forthcoming Aug. 2017) (manuscript at 11), https://ssrn.com/abstract_id=2840948 [https://perma.cc/R6PN-LWWU] (“Washington’s example has long been a touchstone for constitutional understandings.”); see also Tillman, supra note 14, at 105–08 (“Evidence arising in connection with the Washington administration is generally considered superior to that of later administrations. Why? First, Washington’s administration was contemporaneous with the Constitution’s ratification. Second, the President was a Framer and his cabinet (and administration) contained other prominent Framers and [R]atifiers. Indeed, between the President and his nine cabinet members (over the course of two terms), half of the group were either Framers or [R]atifiers or both. Third, the President saw himself above party or faction; indeed, active partisan federal electoral politics did not arise until after Washington announced that he would not run for a third term. Fourth, Washington both valued his reputation for probity and acted under the assumption that his conduct was closely monitored by political opponents and opportunists. Fifth, Washington understood that his personal and his administration’s conduct were precedent-setting in regard not only to significant deeds, but even in regard to what might appear to be minor events and conduct.” (footnotes omitted)); supra note 14.

Indeed, the attorneys for CREW, proponents of the emoluments-are-any-pecuniary-advantage position, see supra note 1, have relied on George Washington and Washington-era precedents in their own scholarly publications, see, e.g., Erwin Chemerinsky, Civil Liberties and the War Terror, 62 SMU L. REV. 3, 11 (2009) (“Going back to the days of George Washington, the United States government has always prided itself on humane treatment of detainees and prisoners of war. Even when the English army was treating American soldiers badly during the Revolutionary War, accounts of English soldiers indicate that George Washington
eng from business transactions for value (with the Federal Government) are not constitutionally proscribed “emoluments” for the purposes of the Presidential Emoluments Clause, then the benefits flowing from similar transactions for value with foreign states, foreign agencies or instrumentalities, or with foreign state owned or state controlled commercial entities are


18. In regard to the Presidential Emoluments Clause, where the Federal Government or a state government engages in a business transaction with a private commercial entity owned (in whole or in significant part) or controlled (in whole or in significant part) by the President of the United States in his private capacity, but not with the President himself, it is not clear that such a transaction falls under the aegis of the Presidential Emoluments Clause. See U.S. CONST. art. II, § 1, cl. 7. Indeed, no court of the United States has had occasion to resolve this novel threshold question of pure law. This issue must be resolved in any litigation seeking to assert that the Presidential Emoluments Clause applies to such business transactions with commercial entities having substantial connections to the President. Likewise, there is no case law establishing that transactions between the President and a state or federal municipal entity or a municipal agency or instrumentality or municipal owned or controlled commercial entity fall under the aegis of the Presidential Emoluments Clause.

Much the same can be said in regard to the Foreign Emoluments Clause. There is no case law establishing that transactions between the President and a foreign municipal entity or a foreign state (or municipal) agency or instrumentality or a foreign state (or municipal) owned or controlled commercial entity fall under the aegis of the Foreign Emoluments Clause. This is a novel threshold question of pure law which must be resolved in any litigation seeking to assert that the Foreign Emoluments Clause applies to business transactions between a constitutionally proscribed federal officeholder, that is, an officer . . . under the United States, id. art. I, § 9, cl. 8, and a foreign municipal entity or a foreign state (or municipal) agency or instrumentality or a foreign state (or municipal) owned or controlled commercial entity. Similarly, where a foreign state engages in a business transaction with a private commercial entity owned or controlled in whole or in significant part by a constitutionally proscribed federal officeholder in his private capacity, but not with the officeholder, it is not clear that such a transaction falls under the aegis of the Foreign Emoluments Clause. Indeed, no court of the United States has had occasion to resolve this novel threshold question of pure law. This too must be resolved in any litigation seeking to assert that the Foreign Emoluments Clause applies to business transactions between private commercial entities owned or controlled by a constitutionally proscribed federal officeholder and a foreign state. Finally, where a transaction has a commercial entity on both sides, as opposed to an actual foreign state and an actual constitutionally proscribed federal officeholder, the policy concerns animating the Foreign Emoluments Clause must be much attenuated. See David B. Rivkin Jr. & Lee A. Casey, Trump doesn’t need a blind trust, WASH. POST, Nov. 23, 2016, at A17; David B. Rivkin Jr. & Lee A.
not constitutionally proscribed “emoluments” for the purposes of the Foreign Emoluments Clause or any other clause. Both the Presidential Emoluments Clause and the Foreign Emoluments Clause use precisely the same term: “emolument.”

Indeed, from the perspective of modern, as opposed to eighteenth century, governance norms, President Washington’s business transactions posed a nontrivial risk of moral hazard, conflicts, and corruption. Unlike transactions struck between genuinely adverse profit-maximizing parties at arms-length, President Washington was speculating on land in public auctions—that is, public auctions managed by commissioners whom he had personally appointed. As a result, Washington was on both sides of each and every one of these transactions, yet, no one then, or
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19. See supra notes 2–3 and accompanying text. See generally Akhil Reed Amar, Intratextualism, 112 HARV. L. REV. 747, 748 (1999) (“In deploying this technique [intratextualism], the interpreter tries to read a contested word or phrase that appears in the Constitution in light of another passage in the Constitution featuring the same (or a very similar) word or phrase.”); Saikrishna Prakash, Our Three Commerce Clauses and the Presumption of Intratextual Uniformity, 55 ARK. L. REV. 1149, 1172 (2003) (“It is far better to use two different words in a sentence when we mean to convey two different meanings.”).

20. See Letter from George Washington, President of the United States of America, to All Who Shall See These Presents (Jan. 22, 1791), in The Writings of George Washington Relating to the National Capital, supra note 13, at 3 (appointing Johnson, Carroll, and Stuart commissioners); supra note 9 (describing Daniel Carroll’s appointment in further detail); see also An Act for Establishing the Temporary and Permanent Seat of the Government of the United States, ch. 28, § 2, 1 Stat. 130, 130 (1790) (granting the President the power to appoint commissioners).

since, has ever impugned the propriety of his conduct, much less the legal validity or constitutionality of his purchases. 22

So what is an “emolument”? That question has been squarely addressed by the Supreme Court of the United States and state supreme courts.

22. One sincerely wonders if CREW’s attorneys can come forward with even one historian—living or dead—who will support their views: (1) that the term “emolument,” as used in the Constitution, extends to business transactions for value; and (2) that President Washington violated the Constitution in engaging in such transactions with the Federal Government’s Executive Branch. See Lawrence A. Peskin, Can Donald Trump Profit from Businesses with Connections to Foreign Governments Once He’s President?, HISTORY NEWS NETWORK (Dec. 18, 2016), http://historynewsnetwork.org/article/164660 [https://perma.cc/K5NN-78UP] (explaining that “any broad interpretation of the [Foreign] Emoluments Clause to prohibit doing business with foreign governments or their representatives would appear to contradict the intent of the founders as demonstrated by their actions” (emphasis added)); supra notes 1, 7, 13, 20–21 and accompanying text. Indeed, no one has yet asserted the broad interpretation of “emoluments” in a formal—prior, current, or forthcoming—academic publication. For recent authority affirming the traditional, narrow view of emoluments, see Andy S. Grewal, The Foreign Emoluments Clause and the Chief Executive, 102 MINN. L. REV. (forthcoming 2017), https://ssrn.com/abstract=2902391 [https://perma.cc/63B9-ET8X]; Robert G. Natelson, The Original Meaning of “Emoluments” in the Constitution, 52 GA. L. REV. (forthcoming Oct. 2017), https://ssrn.com/abstract=2911871 [https://perma.cc/USB4-8VKF].
In Hoyt v. United States, Justice Nelson, for a unanimous Supreme Court, explained:

These terms ["fees" and "commissions"] denote a compensation for a particular kind of service to be performed by the officer, and are distinguishable from each other . . . they are also distinguishable from the term emoluments, that [term] being more comprehensive, and embracing every species of compensation or pecuniary profit derived from a discharge of the duties of the office.

The Hoyt Court’s definition of emolument is not “obscure;” indeed, the Hoyt Court’s definition has been cited approvingly

24. Id. at 135 (emphasis added). Hoyt expounded on how “emolument” was used in a 1799 act of Congress, and in a subsequent 1802 act amending the 1799 act. See An Act to Establish the Compensations of the Officers Employed in the Collection of the Duties on Imports and Tonnage, and for Other Purposes, ch. 23, § 2, 1 Stat. 704, 706–08 (1799), amended by An Act to Amend “An Act to Establish the Compensations of the Officers Employed in the Collection of the Duties on Imports and Tonnage; and for Other Purposes”, ch. 37, § 3, 2 Stat. 172, 172–73 (1802). Indeed, early congressional statutes expressly distinguished “emoluments” associated with government office from “carry[ing] on the business of trade or commerce.” See, e.g., An Act to establish the Treasury Department, ch. 12, § 8, 1 Stat. 65, 67 (1789) (“[N]o person appointed to any office instituted by this [A]ct, shall directly or indirectly be concerned or interested in carrying on the business of trade or commerce . . . or take or apply to his own use, any emolument or gain for negotiating or transacting any business in the said department . . . .” (emphasis added)). It is also noteworthy that the Treasury Act does not extend to the President or to any other elected positions.
25. Professor Tribe and his co-authors have, on more than one occasion, described Hoyt as an “obscure Supreme Court decision from 1850.” Tribe et al., supra note 1 (denominating Hoyt as an “obscure Supreme Court decision from 1850,” but failing to discuss, quote, cite, or even expressly name this counter-authority); see Matz & Tribe, supra note 1, at 5 (again, denominating Hoyt as an “obscure Supreme Court decision from 1850,” but failing to discuss, quote, cite, or even expressly name this counter-authority). But see Laurence Tribe, Civil Liberties after 9/11: A Response to David Cole, BOS. REV. FORUM (Dec. 1, 2002), http://bostonreview.net/forum/civil-liberties-after-911/laurence-tribe-liberty-all [https://perma.cc/YNL8-AJPM] (discussing Railway Express Agency v. New York, 336 U.S. 106 (1949), notwithstanding expressly identifying Railway Express as an “obscure case”). Obscure or not, Professor Tribe and his co-authors make no substantial effort to explain how Hoyt, a unanimous decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, fails to conclusively settle the issue at hand, particularly with regard to the Presidential Emoluments Clause. See David E. Weisberg, The Foreign Emoluments Clause: Will President Trump be in Violation by Virtue of Taking the Oath? 7 n.11 (Jan. 20, 2017) (unpublished manuscript),
by the Executive Branch and Legislative Branch. It follows that President Washington may very well have derived pecuniary advantages, benefits, and profits from his business transactions with the Federal Government, but the benefits flowing from those business transactions were not “derived from [his] discharging the duties of [his] office.” Hence, no constitutionally proscribed “emoluments” were involved. It seems this is the consensus position.

https://ssrn.com/abstract=2888201 (quoting an email from Professor Tribe stating that the Constitution’s emoluments-language has a “broader” scope in the Foreign Emoluments Clause than in the Presidential Emoluments Clause); see also Tribe et al., supra note 1 (putting forward “a broader definition” for “emoluments” in the Foreign Emoluments Clause specifically because that clause—unlike the Presidential Emoluments Clause—uses “any present, Emolument, Office, or Title, of any kind whatever”-language); Matz & Tribe, supra note 1, at 7 (same).


28. Hoyt, 51 U.S. (10 How.) at 135. The Ineligibility Clause also uses the term “emoluments.” U.S. CONST. art. I, § 6, cl. 2 (“No Senator or Representative shall, during the Time for which he was elected, be appointed to any civil Office under the Authority of the United States, which shall have been created, or the Emoluments whereof shall have been [i]ncreased during such time . . . .”). “Emoluments” here seems structurally tied to compensation provided by Congress, as opposed to other compensation supplied by external entities. See United States v. Hartwell, 73 U.S. 385, 393 (1867) (“An office is a public station, or employment, conferred by the appointment of government. The term embraces the ideas of tenure, duration, emolument, and duties.”); see also Sattrucharla Chandrasekhar Raju v. Vyricherla Pradeep Kumar Dev, AIR 1992 SC 1959, ¶ 7 (India) (explaining that in determining whether a position is an office under the government of India, the court examines, among other factors, if the post is “paid out of the revenues of [the] Government of India”), https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1633748 [https://perma.cc/AJV8-QXCD]. See generally Robert French, Chief Justice of the High Court of Australia, Seventh Annual St. Thomas More Forum Lecture: Public Office and Public Trust 3 (June 22, 2011), http://www.hcourt.gov.au/assets/publications/speeches/current-justices/frenchjr/frenchjr22jun11.pdf [https://perma.cc/FU6G-24EZ].

Modern State Case Law

In 1975, the Supreme Court of New Mexico explained that the term emolument “does not refer to the fixed salary alone that is attached to the office, but includes such fees and compensation as the incumbent of the office is by law entitled to receive.” This is also the view of judicial authority from other state supreme courts, including, for example, the Supreme Court of Washington and the Supreme Court of Minnesota, of state executive branch officers, and of persuasive domestic and foreign scholarly authority. Again, an “emolument”


30. State ex rel. Anaya v. McBride, 539 P.2d 1006, 1012 (N.M. 1975) (emphasis added) (citing 63 AM. JUR. 2D Public Officers and Employees § 71 (1972)).


32. See, e.g., State ex rel. Benson v. Schmahl, 145 N.W. 794, 795 (Minn. 1914).


34. See, e.g., 63C AM. JUR. 2D Public Officers and Employees § 272 n.5 (2017); see also id. n.13 (discussing Yeoman v. Commonwealth, 983 S.W.2d 459 (Ky. 1998), and characterizing Yeoman’s holding as: “A foundation’s grant of money to a state to fund a health care program does not constitute payment of salaries of governmental officials by a private party.”). See generally Construction and application of constitutional or statutory provision that member of Congress or state legislature shall not, during term for which he is elected, be appointed or elected to any civil office which shall have been created or the emoluments of which shall have been increased during the term for which he was elected, 118 A.L.R. 182 (1939).

extends to what an officeholder is “by law entitled to receive.” No one is legally entitled to a “present.” So a mere present cannot fall under the aegis of the Presidential Emoluments Clause, which uses only emoluments-language. Bribes are illegal; by contrast, emoluments are legal entitlements. It follows that the two categories are mutually exclusive. Thus a plaintiff alleging a bribe cannot seek relief under the Presidential Emoluments Clause (using only emoluments-language) or the Foreign Emoluments Clause (using emoluments-language and presents-language). Finally, business transactions for value are voluntary and private; emoluments, by contrast, are legal entitlements mandated by public laws or regulations. The terms of business transactions are negotiated (or, at least, potentially negotiable); by contrast, emoluments are fixed by law. Even applying the most free-form living constitutionalism, there is simply no principled way to squeeze or translate business transactions for value into the language of “emoluments,” nor is that plain result changed by recharacterizing a business transaction for value as a present or bribe.

For the reasons elaborated above, it is fair to conclude that business transactions for value are not encompassed by the term “emolument” as used in the Constitution.


37. See Tribe et al., supra note 1 (advocating a “living constitutionalism” methodology); Matz & Tribe, supra note 1, at 9 (same).


39. Indeed, given the definition for “emoluments” adopted by the Supreme Court in *Hoyt* and used by state courts, a federal officer’s application for and receipt of a regulatory, licensing, or other foreign government granted benefits, do not convert such benefits into constitutionally proscribed “emoluments.” If a foreign government granted benefit is given in a *quid pro quo* exchange for official action by a federal officer, such a transaction is an obvious bribe, not a constitutionally forbidden “emolument.” See supra note 4.